Abstract: As a new enchanting theory, compressed sensing (CS) demonstrates that a sparse signal can be recovered through a surprisingly small number of linear measurements by solving a problem of ℓ 1 norm minimisation (which can be thought as a special case of the signomial diversity measures). However, the traditional CS model with ℓ 1 norm minimisation can not fully exploit the sparsity especially when the degree of sparsity increases or the measurements number reduces. In this study, the Cauchy diversity measures is incorporated into the proposed model to deal with the above difficulties. The simulation results demonstrate that under the same condition, this new model offers a superior reconstruction precision compared with the common used signomial diversity measures.
Introduction
Recently, the theory of compressed sensing or compressive sampling (CS [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ) has aroused a great deal of interest. The emerging theory indicates that an efficient representation of a sparse or compressible signal can be directly acquired using a surprisingly small number of linear measurements, which leads to efficient compression or dimensionality reduction. This has implications in science and engineering fields, such as medical image reconstruction [6] , optical imaging [7] and radar signal processing [8] and so on [9] [10] [11] .
An overview of the procedure taken in this theory can be generalised as selecting a small number of elements or vectors from an over-complete dictionary or a known transform domain (e.g. wavelet or Fourier), which can be used to represent an approximate or exact signal of interest. The problem of finding the best sparse representation of a signal can be transformed to a sparse recovery problem. Normally, the sparsity property is characterised via its ℓ 0 norm (which is not a real norm and it counts the number of non-zero entries in a signal). However, solving the minimisation of ℓ 0 norm requires an intractable combinatorial search, which is NP hard [12] . Fortunately, Donoho [3] has shown that under certain conditions, strict equivalence between ℓ 0 norm and its relaxation ℓ 1 norm can be guaranteed. Furthermore, Candès et al. [1] , Donoho [3] , and Candès and Wakin [4] have demonstrated that such sparsity optimisation problem can be exactly equalled by using the ℓ 1 norm, where the minimisation of ℓ 1 norm is convex and can be recast as a linear program. Many state of the art algorithms are proposed for sparse signal reconstruction, for example, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator [13] , basis pursuit (BP) [14] and gradient projection for sparse reconstruction [15] .
However, in many practical applications, the measurements number is often limited, or even the worse, the signal is not sparse enough, then the classical CS model with the ℓ 1 norm minimisation cannot explore as much potential sparsity as the ℓ 0 norm model does. Hence, the question arises whether there exist other sparse representation models that can improve the reconstruction precision than the ℓ 1 norm model. Actually, the above problem has already been discussed in [16] [17] [18] [19] , where Rao and Gorodnitsky pointed that the ℓ ( p < 1) norm model, has significant advantage in approximating the ideal ℓ 0 norm model over the ℓ 1 norm model when evaluating the sparsity property, and such evaluation can be analysed through the characteristic of the diversity measures [The notation of diversity measure comes from the economics and ecology literature [20, 21] , thus minimising diversity is equivalent to maximising sparsity.], for example, the ℓ ( p < 1) norm model is deeply discussed through its signomial diversity measures. Rao also proved that this model has a stronger tendency to encourage sparsity compared with the canonical ℓ 1 norm model, and provided an efficient methodology for solving such non-convex function, normally named FOCal underdetermined system solver [19, [22] [23] [24] . Recent work of Chartrand and Yin [25] presented some improvements to guarantee the convergence of this algorithm.
Inspired by the property of the signomial diversity measures, and from the aspect of maximising sparsity, we propose a set of novel diversity measures -Cauchy-Lorenz diversity measures, which exhibits better energy concentration and has stronger tendency to encourage sparsity. From the perspective of the probability distribution, similar work has been analysed via the generalised Cauchy distribution in [26] . However, only the characteristic of the special case with p = 1 is discussed. In this paper, we extend the special case to a more generalised framework, and present the in-depth researches from the analysis of the diversity measures and data compressibility. The superior properties in data reconstruction and down-sampling image compression are testified in the simulations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the conventional ℓ ( p ≤ 1) norm model and the FOCUSS algorithm are briefly introduced. Then the comparison of the proposed diversity measures with signomial diversity measures is made, a detailed analysis of our model is conducted in Section 3. In Section 4, computer simulations show that our proposed model has better performances than others. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 Conventional ℓ ( p < 1) norm and the focuss algorithm
The enchanting CS theory indicates that one can sample a signal at a rate significantly lower than the Nyquist rate and reconstruct it with overwhelming probability if the signal has a sparse representation in a certain space [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . We assume the signal of interest is a vector x [ < n , it can be sparsely represented in a dictionary Ψ, its column element is denoted by ψ i , i = 1,…, n, then x can be approximately represented by a linear combination of these columns, that is
where
is a sparse vector with respect to the dictionary Ψ. Here, we are interested in the case of underdetermined measurement, where the measurements number is significantly smaller than the dimensionality of the signal x. Let Φ denote an m × n measurement matrix with m < n and rank(Φ) = m, we form the matrix J = FC T , also m by n. Then the measurement of signal x can be expressed as a linear system
where b [ < m is the observed measurements. The problem of reconstructing x can be settled by solving a ℓ 0 norm minimisation problem, namely
as is known to all, (L 0 ) can efficiently describe a sparse signal but is hard to solve [12] . From the broader view, the ℓ 0 norm is only a special case of the class of ℓ ( p ≤ 1) diversity measures, normally named as signomial diversity measures [19, 27, 28] , with the definition as
In this case, finding a sparse solution of the signal under the acquired linear measurements is equivalent to minimising (4) subject to an equality constraint
It is obvious that the popular CS model with the minimisation of a ℓ 1 norm is also a special case of the above formulation. Although this is a non-convex problem for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, Rao et al. [22, 24, 25] provided an alternative way to find an approximate optimal solution. The method is commonly named as the FOCUSS [22] or iteratively reweighted least-squares approach (IRLS) [29] , which iteratively produces an intermediate solution according to the iteration relationship
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse and
is a diagonal reweighting matrix, which reweights the penalties of entries of the current solution q k+1 by those of the solutions of previous iterations. A reweighted variable y = W −1 k+1 b is defined at each iteration, then (6) can be viewed as the solution of a sequence of weighted ℓ 2 norm minimisation process min y 2 2 , s.t
where Ξ k + 1 is the rescaled Ξ matrix defined by J k+1 WJW k+1 . The general form of the FOCUSS algorithm is as follows
Step 1:
Step 2:
Interesting insight can be obtained from the weighted ℓ 2 norm minimisation process in (7) . Intuitively, it is easily noted that there is a competition among the columns of the basis matrix about their significance (measured by the absolute values of corresponding coefficients in q) on forming b. The relatively large entries in W reduce the contribution of corresponding elements in q to the cost and vice versa and larger entries in q k−1 encourage even larger corresponding entries in q k . Thus, representative columns in Ξ are more emphasised than in the canonical ℓ 1 case, whereas others are suppressed, and finally, only a few columns in Ξ can survive to represent b, forming a sparse solution [22] [23] [24] 29 ].
Cauchy diversity measures
As has been introduced briefly above, we quantify the measure of sparsity (i.e. concentration) in the subsequent sections as the quantity of diversity measure. The research on seeking good concentration (diversity) measures has been carried on in ecology [27, 28] and statistical mathematics [30, 31] for several centuries. One of the key results is that diversity measures should be drawn from the class of Schur-concave functions, and in particular, good concentration measures are a subclass of concave functions [19] . This means that preserving the Lorenz ordering [32, 33] (i.e. being Schur-concave) is a necessary condition for a function to be a good measure of diversity. Obviously, the signomial diversity measures are the very measures of this kind.
Actually, there also exist other diversity measures [34, 35] having better performance in measuring sparsity and we found the Cauchy diversity measures E (p) Cauchy (q) shown in www.ietdl.org (8) are purely non-convex functions [19] , which satisfy the necessary condition for a good diversity measure. Replacing E (p) (q) with the Cauchy diversity measures in (5), we can obtain a novel Cauchy ℓ p -norm-like diversity measures' model (CDM for simplify) as follows
p is the Cauchy diversity measures.
4 Sparsity analysis of the signomial and Cauchy diversity measures
Sparsity evaluation via Lorenz curve
The comparisons of the sparsity measurement between signomial diversity measures and Cauchy diversity measures are shown in Fig. 1 , where the individual Lorenz curve is depicted via the logarithmic function of each diversity measure.
As shown in Fig. 1 , it can be found that with the decrease of p, the Cauchy diversity measures exhibit an enforced characteristic of preferring a normalised vector to be distributed on axes, and under the same condition, signomial diversity measures present more penalties on large energy of non-sparse coefficients than sparse ones. In other words, the signomial diversity measures presents weaker concentration on entries than that of the Cauchy diversity measures, and rapid variation in the energy of the Cauchy diversity measures will guarantee more signal entries be zero or close to zero. Then we can conclude that the Cauchy diversity measures encourage more concentration or sparsity compared with signomial diversity measures, and its corresponding solutions of Cauchy functions are very promising to achieve a higher sparsity.
Data compressibility comparison
The sparsity evaluation of different diversity measures can also be acquired via the compressibility analysis of the signal. As has been pointed in [36] , signomial diversity 
A signal is compressible, and lives in the weak ℓ p ball of radius L, if
where α (n) , n = 1, 2, … denote the coefficients of α sorted from largest to smallest. Also, Baraniuk et al. [36] demonstrated that, although E (p) (q) has been widely used, signals sampled from this kind of diversity measures do not meet the compressibility inequality (9) Fig. 2 . Obviously, as shown in Fig. 2a , the mean curves of signomial diversity measures fail to meet this rule seriously, while that of Cauchy diversity measures meet it well, and display good fast-decaying or compressibility property. Thus, compared with E (p) Cauchy (q) could derive a better compressible signal reconstruction model.
Algorithm development and analysis
As (8) shares a similar form with (5), we obviously can take the same methodology [19] (FOCUSS-like or IRLS) to minimise the above diversity measures subject to the equality constrain. Following the steps taken on solving (5), we relax this constrained optimisation problem to its Lagrange equation
where λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, which controls the tradeoff between quality of fit and the degree of sparsity. The necessary condition for the optimal solution q * to exist is that the points q * , l * of the Lagrangian function J (q, l) should be stationary. We take the derivative of the function
in which
For tractability purposes, a factored representation for the gradient vector of the diversity measure is expressed as
is a diagonal scaling matrix and γ = |p|/2β p . Substituting (13) into (11), it yields
Note that the computation of O depends on q * and this indicates an iterative procedure for computing q * . Before the iterative calculation, let us go back to the integral of both sides of (14) to have a deep insight of our proposed model. Since matrix O (k) in the kth iteration is viewed as a constant derived from the previous estimation of q (k−1) , we can obtain the cost function of each iteration as a weighted 
For simplicity, it can be expressed in the matrix notation
where v (k) is a diagonal weighting matrix calculated from
, the strategy of selecting a special parameter 6 can refer to [16] [17] [18] . It is obvious that through the reweighting process, the non-convex ℓ p -norm-like diversity measure can be converted to a set of convex optimisation problems, which is similar to FOCUSS, and it can be settled easily with the gradient approach or some other method. By defining a scaled variable (8) can be evaluated in an alternative way min y (17) where Ω is the rescaled Ξ matrix defined by VWJv. Whenever the minimum ℓ 2 norm solution y (k) is found,q (k) can be easy computed viaq
, and the iterativê q (k) can be formulated aŝ
The overall algorithm for solving the CDM model, which has the similar procedure to IRLS or FOCUSS, can be summarised as the following steps (Table 1 ). In addition, the improvement work by Chartrand and Yin [25] can also be engaged into our proposed model to achieve a stable reconstruction.
Computer simulations
Both a detailed analysis of the CDM model and an iterative solving method have been made in the previous section. Now we will display a series of simulation to gain insight into the superiority of the proposed model. First, performances on reconstructing one-dimensional sparse signals are compared between FOCUSS in (5) and proposed CDM with variable p. Second, the statistical analyses of the reconstruction precision with different number of measurements are conducted. Third, the comparison of performances and probability of success are presented in detail. Finally, the reconstructed images with different sampling ratios are presented.
In our experiments, Ξ is a random m × n matrix whose entries are formed with standard normal distribution, and each column of Ξ is normalised to 1. The vector q corresponding to the n-length signal x is created with k entries are non-zero, the locations and amplitudes of which are set randomly.
Experiment 1:
In this experiment, the comparison of FOCUSS and CDM is made on reconstructing a sparse signal under different p. The measurement matrix Ξ is set as 100 × 256, that is, m = 100 and n = 256. The sparsity level of the signal is set as 60. The reconstructed signals of the proposed CDM and other algorithms, that is, the BP and FOCUSS, are shown in Fig. 3 , and the variable ε stands for the reconstruction error.
The simulation results explicitly show that, when p approach zero, the proposed CDM can achieve more precise reconstruction of the sparse signal, especially under the circumstance of large support set size and limited measurements number. When the value of K/M no longer satisfies the conditions of CS theory [1, 3] with p = 1, simulations via BP and FOCUSS fail to yield meaningful results, while CDM can still obtain a good result with acceptable error. A general conclusion can be made that the proposed CDM can provide a more precise solution in reconstructing the signal when the support set size of the signal is relatively high.
Experiment 2:
We conduct the statistical simulations to verify the excellent performance of the proposed CDM with measurement number M varied, where the length of the signal N and the degree of sparsity K are set as 256 and 20, respectively. Fig. 4a shows the reconstruction error measured by mean squared error of the reconstructed signals against the number of measurements M. It is clearly that, the errors curves generally decrease when M increase from 30 to 90. Of all the curves, the error curves of BP and FOCUSS are Table 1 Process flow of the CDM
Step 0 (initialisation): Given the measurements b, observation matrix Φ and the dictionary Ψ, Set k = 0, thenq (0) i can be calculated via the least square method.
Step 1: Compute the weights v
Step 2: Perform convergence test t 1 = min
⎠ , and terminate with approximate solutionq (k+1) if it is satisfied; otherwise set k ← k + 1 and return to Step 1, the parameter ξ is a specified threshold. www.ietdl.org almost identical, while that of CDM declines most sharply. Especially when M is close to 70, the reconstruction error of the proposed model approximates zero. It means the proposed CDM significantly outperforms other algorithms in recovering the original signal more accurately. Fig. 4b plots the successful reconstruction probability against the number of measurements M, and it shows that the CDM model can achieve higher probability of success in the reconstruction of a sparse signal with extremely low measurement numbers. This also implies the great increase of the signal compression potential, the increase of transmission efficiency and the reduction of transmission cost, which is a great advantage in practice applications, such as image compression and signal sampling etc.
Experiment 3:
Since the canonical form of CS theory is a special case of the model (5), it is of great interest to compare its performance with that of CDM, namely, which model has a lower reconstruction errors and higher probability of success under the same environment.
Consequently, the statistical simulations with varied sparsity degree K, measurements number M and value of p are considered. A signal with non-uniform spikes is taken into account, where the constant N is set as 100, the parameter K/M is changed from 5 to 75%, and the value p is changed from 0 to 1. The statistic results are shown in Fig. 5 , where the abscissa represents the ratio K/M and the ordinate represents the value of p, the energy errors are depicted with different colors. One can find that in the direction of the X-axis, the reconstruction error varies from a small value to a large one, which means that with the same value of p, the greater the degree of sparsity K, the greater the energy of the reconstruction error. Although the reconstruction error decreases greatly as p approach zero for the same ratio of the K/M. By cross-comparing Fig. 5a with Fig. 5b , it is obvious that CDM has a much smaller reconstruction error under the same p.
The reconstruction probabilities shown in Figs. 5c and d also indicate that the reconstruction probability gradually increase when p varies from 1 to 0 (except 0), and the CDM has a better statistic performance than FOCUSS. For the most special case when p equals to 0, the estimation result of CDM is never advanced, since in this circumstance, the signomial diversity measures is actually the ℓ 0 norm, which can never be exceed forever, and the reconstruction probability of CDM almost approaches these limitation. The simulation results in this experiment show that, CDM has a reconstruction performance slightly superior to the FOCUSS as p approaches 0 and the superiority is more obvious as p close to 1. It can be concluded that the proposed CDM model has a superior performance than the canonical form of the signomial diversity measures.
Experiment 4:
This experiment is dedicated to compare the reconstructed quality of the image, where the Lena image of size 256 × 256 is utilised for the simulation. The value of p is set to 1 and 0.5. To avoid storage of a large measurement matrix, we choose a random Fourier matrix as the measurement matrix, the compression ratio (the ratio of the measurement number to the original image pixels) is set to 10, 15, 20 and 25%, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed images under the 10% sampling rate.
From Fig. 6 , it is obvious that in the application of the image reconstruction, clearer images with more details are obtained with the CDM model than that of the FOCUSS, and the numerical comparison in Table 2 demonstrates that, under the same sampling rate and p, CDM exhibits a superior reconstruction performance than FOCUSS and the restored PSNRs increase robustly.
Conclusion
From a novel perspective, the Cauchy diversity measures have been proposed as an ideal model for finding sparse solutions of signals from limited measurements in this paper. We compared the potential of sparsity enhancement of different models, and pointed out that our proposed CS model has better characteristic of retaining the desirable property of sparsity compared with the traditional signomial diversity measures. The CDM model enables robust signal reconstruction with much fewer measurements required. The sparsity enhancement characteristic is verified although the analysis of the 'Lorenz curves' in detail. Moreover, our simulation studies indicated that these theoretical insights of the advantage of our proposed diversity measure immediately exhibits improved performance. The simulation results proved that our proposed CDM significantly outperforms FOCUSS in improving sparsity and could obtain a more accurate reconstructed signal. www.ietdl.org
